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Answer the following in brief : (Any Seven)

14

(1)

List out non container tags.

(2)

Write a difference between cell padding and cell spacing.

(3)

Define web browser. List its types.

(4)

What is Active page?

(5)

Write a full form of JPEG,GIF and PNG.

(6)

How to activate animation?

(7)

What is use of <span> tag in CSS?

(8)

Explain sort ( ) and reverse( ) functions.

Answer the following:

14

(a)

Explain Frames in detail

7

(b)

How to create various types of lists? Describe various

7

components of lists and their examples.
OR
(b)
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What is image map? How we create it using HTML?
1

7
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(a)

Explain table tag with all its sub tags and attributes.

(b)

Explain <INPUT> tag with appropriate example.

7

OR

4

(b)

List and explain audio video tags with example.

7

(a)

Write the HTML code to design registration form for
job recruitment.

(b)

Write an Html and java script code that read sentence
from text box and display words in reverse order.

(b)
5

OR

rrS

Explain confirm and prompt dialog box with appropriate
example.

Answer the following:
(a)

Explain < Marquee> and <img> tag with example

(b)

Write notes on following : (Any Two)

4
10

(1) Views of front page
(2) Motion and Shape Tweening
(3) IP and TCP Protocols.
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